TRANSFORMATIVE JUSTICE

- HARM REDUCTION
  Reducciones de daños

- FAMILY REUNIFICATION
  REUNIFICACIÓN FAMILIAR

- TRANSITIONAL SUPPORT
  APOYO TRANSITORIO

- TRAININGS
  ENTRENAMIENTOS

- FACILITATORS
  FACILITADORES

- CIRCLE KEEPERS
  KEEPERS CIRCLE

PARTNERS:
CSOSA | DOC | MORCA | POE | REUNION
ACM | IBW | RAN | MBI

TRANSFORMATIVE JUSTICE-
(TJ) seeks to provide people who experience violence with immediate safety and long-term healing and reparations while holding people who commit violence accountable within and by their communities

Goals of Transformative Justice

Survivor safety, healing and agency

Accountability and transformation of those who abuse or cause harm

Community response and accountability

Transformation of the community and social conditions that create and perpetuate violence systems of oppression, exploitation, domination, and state violence

PREVENTION | INTERVENTION | REPARATIONS
PREVENCIÓN | INTERVENCIÓN | INDEMNIZACIÓN